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The physics of vortices, instantons and deconfinement is studied for layered superfluids in connec-
tion to bilayer quantum Hall systems at filling fraction ν = 1. We develop an effective gauge theory
taking into account both vortices and instantons induced by interlayer tunneling. The renormaliza-
tion group flow of the gauge charge and the instanton fugacity shows that the coupling of the gauge
field to vortex matter produces a continuous transition between the confining phase of free instan-
tons and condensed vortices and a deconfined gapless superfluid where magnetic charges are bound
into dipoles. The interlayer tunneling conductance and the layer imbalance induced inhomogeneous
exciton condensate are discussed in connection to experiments.
PACS numbers: 73.43.Jn, 73.43.Nq, 73.21.-b, 64.60.Ak
When the total number of electrons in a double-layer
electron system equals the degeneracy of the lowest spin-
resolved Landau level, a stable phase of matter emerges
in which an electron in one layer binds a hole in the
other to form an interlayer phase coherent exciton con-
densate [1, 2]. Such a state is expected to display trans-
port properties similar to a neutral superfluid (SF) in
the layer antisymmetric channel [3, 4, 5]. Recent experi-
ments, tunneling [6], Coulomb drag [7], and counterflow
[8], have evidenced the development of such an excitonic
SF at small layer separations. Yet the same experiments
observed properties that are unconventional of a two-
dimensional SF. The usual vortex-unbinding Kosterlitz-
Thouless (KT) transition has not been seen; the zero-bias
tunneling peak, δ-function like in a Josephson analogy,
is large but finite; and the counterflow resistance, zero
in the case of a SF, is small but nonzero at very low
temperatures. These findings suggest that the SF re-
sponse is limited by the dissipation of quantum vortices
induced by disorder. [1, 9, 10, 11]. Indeed, numerical
diagonalizations find that moderate disorder generates a
gauge-glass phase where the SF stiffness is nonzero only
at zero-temperature [12].
In addition to vortices, another important issue is
whether the spontaneous interlayer coherence is stable
against interlayer tunneling, i.e. an exchange-enhanced
[13] symmetric-antisymmetric band splitting ∆SAS. The
tunneling events create space-time singularities, i.e. in-
stantons, in the counterflow current [4]. In analogy to
compact quantum electrodynamics in (2+1) dimensions
(QED3), where the U(1) gauge field is always confining
and massive due to instantons [14], one may conclude in-
tuitively that the gapless SF mode, and thus the exciton
condensate is destroyed by tunneling.
The above analogy to a pure gauge theory is oversim-
plified because of the coupling to vortex matter. In this
paper, we investigate the interplay between the vortices
and instantons and the emergence of a deconfined exci-
ton condensate. The subject of (de)confinement when
matter fields are present is also central to the gauge the-
ory formulation of spin liquids and underdoped high-Tc
cuprates [15, 16]. Using the strong-coupling duality ap-
proach, we describe the neutral SF in terms of vortices
coupled to a gauge field. Instantons induced by tunneling
are magnetic monopoles/antimonopoles with an interac-
tion mediated by the gauge field. Taking into account
the contributions from both instantons and vortices with
Ohmic dissipation, we obtain the renormalization group
(RG) flow of the gauge charge and the instanton fugacity.
We find a fixed point in the RG flow at a critical vortex
conductivity σcv. For σv < σ
c
v, the instantons are in a
plasma phase capable of screening; the gapless mode is
destroyed and the gauge field is confining. This is a ν = 1
integer quantum Hall state driven by an arbitrarily small
interlayer tunneling. The deconfined exciton condensate
emerges for σv > σ
c
v, where the instanton fugacity flows
to zero and the monopoles/antimonopoles bind into mag-
netic dipoles in a dielectric phase. We present a pertur-
bative calculation of the tunneling current under vortex
dissipation. The layer-imbalance is shown to lead to an
inhomogeneous SF with spatial density modulations.
We begin with the action for the neutral SF mode,
S =
1
2
ρs
∫
d3r[∂µθ(r)]
2, (1)
where r = (x, y; τ), ∂µ = (∂x, ∂y; ∂τ ), and θ is the
phase of the excitonic order parameter with stiffness ρs.
For convenience, we set the superfluid velocity vs to
unity. The current-density in the isotropic space-time
is Jµ = ρs∂µθ. Eq.(1) is the (2+1)D XY-model in the
continuum limit. To account for the periodicity of θ, we
go to the vortex picture by a duality transformation [17].
Introducing a Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) field Jµ,
S =
∫
d3r
(
1
2ρs
J2µ + iJµ [∂µθ0(r) + ∂µθv(r)]
)
. (2)
Here we have decomposed θ into the sum of a single-
valued θ0 and a multivalued vortex part θv. The vortex
3-current is jvµ = (1/2π)ǫµνλ∂ν∂λθv. Integrating over θ0
enforces the conservation of the boson 3-current, ∂µJµ =
20, i.e. charge continuity in the absence of tunneling. The
latter can be implemented explicitly by writing Jµ =
(1/2π)ǫµνλ∂νaλ, where aµ is a noncompact U(1) gauge
field. The dual action of the SF follows,
S =
∫
d3r
(
1
8π2ρs
f2µν + ij
v
µaµ
)
, (3)
with fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ. This is the Maxwell action of a
gauge field minimally coupled to the vortex matter carry-
ing unit gauge charge eg =
√
2π2ρs. The vortex current
is conserved, i.e. ∂µj
v
µ = 0, in the absence of tunneling.
Vortices have closed-loop world lines. The gapless gauge
field mediates a logarithmic vorticity interaction. Conse-
quently, there is a KT transition due to the proliferation
of the vortices. In quantum Hall bilayers, vortices are
merons carrying half of an electric charge in addition to
vorticity [18]. The lowest energy charge excitations are
meron pairs of like charge and opposite vorticity.
As electrons tunnel, meron pairs are excited and the
counterflow current Jµ is no longer conserved. The con-
tinuity equation becomes ∂µJµ = ±2δ(x)δ(y)δ(τ) follow-
ing a tunneling event at r = 0. Such sources and drains of
charge implies
∫
d3r∂µJµ =
1
2pi
∫
d3rǫµνλ∂νaλ = ±2, i.e.
the emergence of magnetic monopoles/antimonopoles in
the space-time configuration of aµ [4]. Thus, although
aµ starts off as a noncompact gauge field, tunneling in-
troduces singularities, i.e. instantons, that arise sponta-
neously in a compact U(1) gauge theory. Writing aµ =
aµ+a
inst
µ , where aµ is the smooth part of the gauge field,
we have the magnetic Gauss’s law ǫµνλ∂µ∂νa
inst
λ = 4πρM ,
where ρM =
∑
a qaδ(r − ra) is the instanton/monopole
density and qa = ±1 are the magnetic charges. The
magnetic charges experience the 1/r-interaction from the
Maxwell term in Eq.(3) and have the action [4, 14],
Sinst =
1
2
1
8π2ρs
∑
a 6=b
qa
4π
|ra − rb|qb +mc
∑
a
q2a, (4)
where mc is the action cost for nucleating an isolated
monopole core. The magnetic charge em = 1/2eg is iden-
tified from the first term. Decouple the monopole inter-
actions via a HS field φ, and sum over the trajectories of
monopoles, the instanton partition function is obtained
[14] and the total path integral of the bilayer is
Z =
∫
D[a, jv, φ]e−
∫
d3r(Lv[a,j
v ]+Linst[φ]), (5)
Lv = 1
8π2ρs
f2µν + ij
v
µaµ, (6)
Linst = 1
2
ρs(∂µφ)
2 − z cosφ. (7)
The instanton part, Eq.(7), is the sine-Gordon action
with z = e−mc the instanton fugacity. Since it rep-
resents the probability of finding a monopole per unit
space-time volume, z is directly related to the tunneling
rate, z ≃ N0∆SAS where N0 = 1/2πℓ2B is the electron
density. Eqs.(5-7) describe the system of gauge field and
instantons coupled to vortex matter. Without the matter
fields, Polyakov showed that instantons drive the com-
pact QED3 to the confined phase where the pure gauge
field acquires a mass [14]. This amounts to a relevant
fugacity z in the (2+1)D sine-Gordon model that grows
under RG transformations, causing the proliferation of
instantons. The monopoles are in a plasma phase capa-
ble of screening and the gauge charges are confined.
The question is what happens when vortices are
present. Due to instantons, the vortices are no longer
conserved since they are created and annihilated at the
monopoles. The vortex configuration thus contains both
closed loops and open segments (strings) connecting a
monopole and an antimonopole [19]. For a nonzero fu-
gacity z, there is a nonzero string tension Ts ∼ √zρs.
The vortices are linearly confined and large vortex loops
are interrupted by instantons. This is the confinement
phase where monopoles are free and the vortex string
condensation destroys the SF coherence. The existence
of a gapless exciton condensate is thus tied to the de-
confinement of the gauge field, which is only possible if
the instanton fugacity vanishes. When z = 0, it costs
an infinite amount of energy to create a free monopole.
The monopoles and antimonopoles are thus bound into
magnetic dipoles and magnetic charges are confined in
an insulating dielectric phase. Since the string tension
Ts goes to zero in this case, the vortex segments disap-
pear. The low energy physics is then governed by that of
a SF with finite vortex loops.
We next show that the coupling to dissipative vortex
matter indeed stabilizes a deconfined phase and material-
izes a quantum deconfinement transition. At the classical
level, a related issue of an XY -model in a symmetry-
breaking field was recently revisited and the deconfine-
ment of thermally excited vortices was found [20]. It
is important to emphasize what we have at hand is a
system of vortices coupled to both the smooth and the
singular part of the gauge field. As a consequence, the
electric and magnetic charges are determined by the same
ρs in Eqs.(6) and (7). The RG flow equation for ρs has
therefore two contributions; one from instantons in the
sine-Gordon action Eq.(7), which is quite standard, and
the other from the vortex-gauge field coupling in the
instanton-free sector. In the presence of disorder, vor-
tices move along the direction of the Magnus and Lorentz
forces, as well as drift in the direction of the superflow
current. This degrades the temporal order of the SF and
introduces dissipation in the transport channels under
both parallel and counterflow geometry.
To study the effects of dissipation due to mobile vor-
tices in the instanton-free sector, we examine the self-
3energy corrections to the gauge field to quadratic order,
∆S2 =
1
2
∑
q,ω
Πµν(q, ω)aµ(q, ω)aν(−q,−ω), (8)
where Πµν = 〈jvµjvν 〉 is the vortex current-current correla-
tion function. Since the vortices are mobile at extremely
low temperatures, Πµν must have a form consistent with
quantum dissipation. Note that one cannot formally “in-
tegrate out” the quantum dissipative vortices because
they correspond to gapless low energy degrees of freedom.
Instead, Eq.(8) should be understood in the sense of the
RG, i.e. at appropriate momentum and frequency scales.
Moreover, the RG procedure must be carried out simul-
taneously in the instanton sector because there is not an
adiabatic limit justifying a separation of energy scales.
The gauge symmetry implies that the gauge fields in ∆S2
must appear in the form of f2µν in the long-wavelength
and low-energy limit, leading to a renormalization of ρs
or the gauge charge. The absence of nonlinearity in the
tunneling and counterflow transport [6, 8] suggests that
the vortices are described by Ohmic dissipation. This is
in fact consistent with the current-current correlation of
the XY -model above the KT transition [21]. We thus
take Πµν to be of the diffusive form and denote the vor-
tex conductivity by σv in unit of e
2
v/h¯ with ev the vortex
charge. We have, in the Coulomb gauge ~∇ · ~a = 0,
∆S2 =
1
2
∑
q,ω
[ |ω|σv
q2
f2xy(q, ω) +
σv
|ω|f
2
i,τ (q, ω)
]
, (9)
where the index i = (x, y). The singular self-energy
corrections in the long-wavelength and low-energy limit
indicate that the gauge field acquires an anomalous di-
mension. Introducing the dimensionless coupling ρˆs =
b−1Zaρs, where b is an isotropic 3-momentum scale and
Za is the renormalization constant of the gauge field,
Eq.(9) leads to Za = 1−4π2ηb−1σvρs. Here, η is a dimen-
sionless constant relating q = b/η. It is now straightfor-
ward to obtain the RG flow βρ = dρˆs/dℓ with ℓ = − ln b.
Combined with the standard RG contributions from the
sine-Gordon action in Eq.(7) under the same cutoff pro-
cedure, we arrive at the complete flow equations that
account for both instantons and vortices,
dρˆs
dℓ
= ρˆs − 4π2ησv ρˆ2s + 8
zˆ2
ρˆs
(10)
dzˆ
dℓ
=
(
3− 1
4π2ρˆs
)
zˆ, (11)
where zˆ is the dimensionless fugacity and the zˆ2 term
comes from screening by monopole-antimonopole pairs.
The RG flow in the ρˆs-zˆ plane determines the possi-
ble phases of the system. Without mobile vortices, i.e.
for σv = 0, both zˆ and ρˆs flow to large values. The
monopoles stay in the single plasma phase and the gauge
field is confining. In the presence of vortex dissipation,
however, a deconfined phase emerges for sufficiently large
σv. Indeed, the flow equations (10) and (11) support
a nontrivial fixed point at ρˆ∗s =
1
4pi2ησv
and zˆ∗ = 0,
provided that σv > σ
c
v = 3/η. In this case, the scal-
ing dimension of z becomes larger than the space-time
dimension, forcing a finite fugacity (tunneling rate) to
flow to zero while the phase stiffness to a finite value.
This fixed point is infrared stable and represents a de-
confined phase where the monopoles and antimonopoles
are bound into dielectric dipoles. The critical value σcv
marks a confinement-deconfinement transition. These
are our main results. The deconfinement transition is
from the single-particle quantum Hall fluid driven by in-
terlayer tunneling to the spontaneous phase coherent ex-
citon condensate. A direct transition from the latter to
the incoherent compressible state is also possible since it
has been shown that a dissipative normal fluid can sup-
press the interlayer tunneling at low temperatures [22].
We next discuss the interlayer tunneling conductance
in the presence of vortex dissipation. The perturbative
calculation [9] of the tunneling current density J(t) =
(e/h¯)z〈sin(θ−ωt)〉 is valid in the deconfined phase where
the instanton fugacity z is irrelevant in the RG. Under a
bias voltage V , the current density is given by [9],
J(V ) = C0
∫ ∞
0
dt
∫
d2R sin(
eV
h¯
t)
θ(vst−R)√
v2st
2 −R2 e
−W (R,t),
(12)
where C0 = evsz
2/2πh¯ρs. The Debye-Waller factor
e−W (R,t) = 〈eiθ(R,t)e−iθ(0,0)〉 = 〈ei
∫
d3rjµ∂µθ〉, where
jµ(x, τ ;R, t) = δµ,0[δ(x)θ(τ)−δ(x−R)θ(τ−t)] is the cur-
rent along the path connecting the tunneling/instanton
events at (0, 0) and (R, t). The quantum average is with
respect to the dual action in Eq. (3). In the presence
of jµ, the saddle-point (SP) can be solved by writing
aµ = δaµ + a¯µ, a¯µ = ∂µθ. The SP equation is ∂τρv + ~∇ ·
~jv = ∂µjµ = ρM , which connects the divergence of the
vortex current to the instanton density ρM = δ(x)δ(τ)−
δ(x − R)δ(τ − t). From vortex diffusion, we have ~jv =
D(~∇−γH zˆ× ~∇)ρv where D is the diffusion constant and
γH is the Hall angle which does not affect charge spread-
ing in the bulk. Thus, the tunneling induced vortex
density is ρv(q, ωn;R, t) = Γ(q, ωn;R, t)/(Dq
2 + |ωn|),
where Γ = 1 − ei(q·R−ωnτ). Separating jvµ = δjvµ + j¯vµ
with j¯vµ = ρvδµ,0, the Debye-Waller factor becomes
e−W (R,t) = 〈ei
∫
d3rρv(r;R,t)δa0(r)〉 evaluated with the La-
grangian density L = (1/2e2g)(∂µδa0)2 + iδρvδa0 in the
Coulomb gauge. Thus W depends on the interaction me-
diated by the longitudinal gauge field δa0,
W (R, t) =
T
2
∑
q,ωn
Vvort(q, ωn)
|Γ(q, ωn;R, t)|2
(Dq2 + |ωn|)2 , (13)
where Vvort = (q
2/e2g) + σvq
2/h¯(Dq2 + |ωn|) is the
screened vortex interaction. In the perturbative regime,
4t ≪ tp =
√
ρs/zv2s , screening due to the slow diffusive
motion of the vortices can be ignored for weak dissipation
(small vortex conductivity), since t≪ tv = h¯/e2gσv is al-
ways satisfied. Indeed, tv/tp = h¯ωJ/2π
2ρsσv ≫ 1 can be
verified explicitly using the estimates [2], ωJ ∼ 1010/s,
ρs ∼ 0.1 K, and σv ∼ 3 × 10−4 from the counterflow re-
sistivity [8]. We find, in this regime,W (R, t) = t
τϕ
+ R
2
2ξϕ
,
where τϕ = 8h¯/πρs is the coherence time for recombina-
tion of the vortex-antivortex pair and ξϕ =
√
πDτϕ/4 is
the coherence length. Performing the integral in Eq. (12),
we obtain the tunneling conductance
dJ(V )
dV
= eJ0
h¯/τϕ
(eV )2 + (h¯/τϕ)2
, (14)
where J0 = ez
2ξ2ϕ/h¯ρs. The vortex dissipation destroys
the quasi-long-range temporal order of the SF phase and
removes the Josephson singularity. The tunneling con-
ductance shows a Lorentzian peak around zero bias with
a half-width h¯/τϕ = πρs/8 ∼ 3 µeV. This value is ex-
pected to be renormalized downward by quantum fluc-
tuation corrections to the phase stiffness in the Hartree-
Fock theory [2, 18]. These results are consistent with
the tunneling experiments [6]. The full behavior of the
tunneling current will be discussed elsewhere.
To summarize, instantons and deconfinement are im-
portant for understanding layered superfluids in the pres-
ence of interlayer tunneling. For quantum Hall bilayers,
the interlayer coherent exciton condensate is realized in
the deconfined phase stabilized by mobile vortices with
Ohmic dissipation. The transition between the gapless
exciton condensate and the single-particle quantum Hall
state is described by the deconfinement transition. We
conclude with a discussion on imbalanced bilayers cre-
ated by an applied bias voltage (µ) coupled to the dif-
ference of the carrier density. Retracing the steps lead-
ing to the dual action shows that the effect of imbalance
is to add a term −µ(~∇ × ~a) to Eqs.(3) and (6). The
net gauge flux ~∇×~a represents the finite boson density-
imbalance and the chemical potential µ acts as an ap-
plied magnetic field. Increasing layer-imbalance induces
more vortices and enhances dissipation (an increase in
ρxx). In analogy to type II superconductors, at a crit-
ical value µc, vortices will condense. In the absence of
tunneling/instantons, the gauge flux forms an Abrikosov
lattice. This state is a Wigner crystal of bosons and the
transition would be in the universality class of a field-
tuned superconductor-insulator transition [23]. Indeed,
Hartree-Fock theory predicts an incipient charge density
wave order triggered by the softening of the magneto-
roton minimum [13]. This conventional picture, how-
ever, breaks down due to instantons induced by inter-
layer tunneling. The reason being, once vortices con-
dense, the gauge field aµ in Eq.(6) acquires a mass due
to the Anderson-Higgs mechanism. The instanton fugac-
ity z in Eq.(7) becomes relevant. Thus, vortex conden-
sation implies φ = 0 and a gain of the Josephson energy
EJ = −z〈cosφ〉. In a flux lattice, the phase φ winds
around each vortex by 2π and cannot gain the Josephson
energy. The Wigner crystal of bosons is thus unstable
due to instantons. The competition between flux lattice
and vortex condensation leads naturally to an inhomoge-
neous state as a compromise. The system breaks up into
puddles of vortex condensate where EJ 6= 0 separated by
regions of uncondensed vortices where EJ = 0. The exis-
tence of such an inhomogeneous excitonic condensate is
consistent with the observation that the interlayer coher-
ence is robust against layer imbalance [24, 25, 26]. With
increasing imbalance, macroscopic phase coherence even-
tually establishes across the puddles via vortex tunnel-
ing and a transition into an inhomogeneous, compressible
normal state takes place. This corresponds to the layer-
imbalance driven transition observed experimentally [26].
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